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A B S T R A C T   

In gear skiving, the infeed planning process for the multiple radial infeed strategy affects cutting 
efficiency, local cutting features, and cutter life. The maximum uncut chip thickness nonlinearly 
changes with infeed combinations, making the infeed planning process challenging. Here, we 
propose a parametric model to achieve fast infeed planning based on the uncut chip thickness in 
parametric space. First, the relation between the infeed and chip boundary evolution is eluci-
dated; then, the concept of initial uncut chip geometry (iUCG) is established to perform fast infeed 
planning according to the chip boundary and uncut chip thickness distribution. An industrial case 
study is presented to validate the method and demonstrate the implementation. As a result, a 
decision-making principle that includes infeed planning starting from the finishing to the rough 
stages enables fast planning owning to the invariance of iUCG and lower simulation capacity 
requirement on the chip boundary. In such case, the infeed of the “previous” skiving pass can be 
efficiently determined according to the maximum uncut chip thickness criterion with a constraint 
condition. The proposed parametric model advances the infeed planning process, further 
contributing to the multivariable optimization of gear skiving.   

1. Introduction 

Increasing demand for lightweight and compact transmission units highlights the usage of internal gears. Gear skiving has therefore 
attracted industrial and academic attention as an efficient alternative to the traditional broach and shaping used in internal gear 
manufacturing since the 2000s [1]. Along with the development of computer numerical controller, electrical gear box function has 
provided significant clearance for gear skiving technology, enabling integration into general five-axis machine tools to achieve highly 
flexible shaft-gear production. However, the cutting load is high owing to the kinematic nature of gear skiving systems [2–5], that is, a 
multivariable two-degrees-of-freedom gear meshing configuration [6]. This poses a challenge to the local cutting feature analysis, as it 
requires a sophisticated numerical method [7,8] to select the skiving and configuration parameters, e.g., radial infeed combination, to 
achieve a moderate skiving process by considering the cycle time. 

The multiple radial infeed (MRI) strategy, containing several successive passes, is the most commonly used operation to reduce the 
uncut chip thickness and tool-chip contact length [9–12]. Consequently, it yields very complicated uncut chip geometry (UCG) shapes, 
especially in the semi/finishing passes [5,13,14], complicating the assessment of the local cutting features. In particular, the maximum 
local uncut chip thickness hu, max is usually considered as the critical factor for infeed design because it significantly affects the cutter 
service life [6,15,16]. However, changing an infeed of a certain pass or pass number causes a nonlinear chain effect on the uncut chip 
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thickness of previous passes before it or on the cycle time. Naturally, minimizing the pass number with required maximum uncut chip 
thickness criterion is ideal. However, infeed planning for the MRI of gear skiving currently still primarily relies on iterative calculation, 
requiring experience-based modification of the infeed. This operation maybe able to handle limited skiving passes but is a challenge for 
skiving gears involving up to tens of passes. Especially with the development of the machine tool rigid, larger module, i.e. over 8 mm, 
gear skiving can be performed, which may have over tens of passes. Thus, a fast-planning method is necessary to improve the infeed 
planning efficiency. 

Deriving the uncut chip thickness from the chip shape is crucial to the efficiency of infeed planning. To date, several works on this 
subject have been reported. An numerical method called “penetration method” has been proposed by Laboratory for Machine Tools 

Nomenclature 

UCG Uncut chip geometry 
MRI Multiple radial infeed strategy 
hu Uncut chip thickness 
hu,max Maximum local uncut chip thickness 
iUCG Initial chip shape produced by single radial infeed 
D Admissible region in parametric space for generating swept surface 
(u,w) Point set in ℝ2 parametric space 
Iu Interval of parameter u 
Iw Interval of parameter w 
Iε Interval of parameter ε 
Ms Function mapping of swept surface 
S Swept surface of cutting edge 
Sþ Swept surface of cutting edge in the adjacent cut 
P Function mapping of parametrized cutting edge 
G Function mapping of trajectory of swept surface S 
T Matrix for rotation of P to the trajectory 
Tz Translation matrix along Zw-axis. 
mg Necessary cut number for generating the full-width gear 
ε Percentage of total radial infeed rates of MRI 
ε- Percentage of total radial infeed rates of previous pass to current discussed pass 
k Necessary number for generating full tooth gap at Z-level 
fr Total radial infeed rate 
Pas.(i-1) and i Two adjacent passes ordered by the skiving sequence 
frp Infeed of Pas.(i-1) pass, indicating the previous pass according to the skiving sequence 
fri Infeed of Pas.i pass, indicating the current pass according to the skiving sequence 
θ Rotation angle of cutting-edge to the trajectory 
D Subset of 2D-parametric space 
Du Subset of D representing the admissible region of UCG 
Dui Subset of D representing the admissible region of iUCG 
ϕG Implicit surface of tooth gap 
Γi Intersection between iUCG and tooth gap 
Γp Projection of previous tooth gap on parametric space 
ws Location of cut- in parametric space 
we Location of cut-out in parametric space 
∂Du Boundary of Du 
Ce Envelope curve of Pz on an arbitrary Z-level 
Pz Z-contours of swept surface of cutting-edge 
ϕ Implicit surface of chip boundary evolution 
Cp Γp in the cartesian coordinates 
γ0 Nominal rake angle of cutter 
βt0 Helix angle of cutter 
m Module 
Zt0 Number of cutter teeth 
βw2 Helix angle of gear 
Zw0 Number of gear teeth 
le Center distance of cutter to the centerline of gear 
fa Axial infeed rate 
Σ Inclination angle between cutter and gear  
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and Production Engineering at the RWTH Aachen University [17,18]. According to their recent works [16,17], this method discretizes 
the tool and workpiece and checks the penetration of points on the cutting edge into the workpiece on a serial planar to calculate the 
UCG and local cutting features. Vargas and Schulze [6] proposed a single-point model to help analytically predict the maximum uncut 
chip thickness, and achieved good consistency with the penetration method. However, multiple infeed cases, e.g., four or more passes, 
are still challenging because the chip shape varies significantly with the infeed combination, resulting in intricate variations in uncut 
chip thickness [10] thus complicating the analysis of the skiving process and cutter wear mechanisms. Moriwaki et al. [7] calculated 
the local uncut chip thickness subjected to the gear gap. In this way, the uncut chip thickness during a single cut can be compre-
hensively indicated from the approach to the recess flank. However, MRI was not considered in the investigation. To precisely obtain 
the chip shape in semi and finishing passes [5,19], we proposed a level contour method [8] to calculate the boundary of the UCG and 
derived the local cutting features [10]. Despite these advancements in the simulation process, infeed planning strategy is still lacking. 
Thus, in addition to modifying empirically determined infeed combination candidates, an efficient method based on a consistent 
design principle is needed. It should be noted that although efforts have been made to support the infeed planning for gear hobbing 
[15,20] and grinding [21] in the literature, different kinematic and cutting mechanisms make them difficult to transfer knowledge to 
gear skiving. To the authors’ knowledge, no theoretically well-established infeed method or design principle for gear skiving has yet 
been proposed; therefore, proposing an efficient design method or principle will greatly contribute to the gear skiving research. 

Moreover, among local cutting features, the tool-chip contact pattern is of interest because it is related to the chip flow obstruction, 
which affects the surface quality and stability of the cutting process. Specifically, experimental results have showed twisted chip shapes 
[13], partially owed to chip disruption caused by multiple tool-chip contact regions [22,23]. Therefore, the tool-chip contact number 
N, defined as the number of separate uncut tool-chip contact regions on the rake face at the instant generating moment, should be 
considered as a constraint in infeed planning to reduce possible chip flow obstruction, which is still lacking in the gear skiving research. 

In this work, we propose a novel parametric method for fast infeed planning for gear skiving, based on the maximum value of the 
uncut chip thickness, by considering the tool-chip contact number. To achieve this, chip boundary analysis in parametric space was 
performed using the level contour method. The concept of initial-UCG (iUCG) is proposed as a basis for uncut chip thickness selection 
with different infeed. A planning strategy is presented with an industrial case study to demonstrate the increase in planning efficiency. 
Experience-based infeed planning with iterative calculation has been improved upon by the proposed method using chip boundary 
analysis in parametric space. The remainder of this paper is arranged as follows: Section 2 presents the mathematics and concept 
definition for chip analysis in parametric space; Section 3 shows the case study details using MRI; Section 4 presents the results, 
discussion, and proposed MRI strategy planning method; and Section 5 discusses transferable knowledge. 

2. Theoretical model 

The kinematics of gear skiving are presented in Fig. 1a. The inclined cutter axis performs the meshing motion with the gear while 
producing the differential speed to perform cutting on tooth gap. Internal gear skiving is discussed, and thus, the rotation of the cutter 
and gear shares a direction. The following derivations are established based on this configuration. The infeed of MRI is defined in 
Fig. 1b. fr is the total radial infeed depending on the gear teeth height. The infeed planning primarily concerns the local cutting feature 
between two adjacent passes that can be denoted as Pas.(i − 1) and Pas.i according to the skiving pass sequence (see Fig. 1b). 

2.1. Governing equations 

Fig. 2 presents the conversion of UCG from Cartesian space to parametric space and the boundary definition. The corresponding 
knot points on UCG are marked for comparison. The UCG analysis is performed using the level contour method, which calculates the 
implicit surface of UCG and tooth gap by utilizing the potential energy defined on their level contours [8]. Here, we only present the 
necessary equations for parametric analysis; refer to [8,10] for detailed term expansions. Because the chip shape of Pas.i is determined 
by both Pas.(i − 1) and Pas.i, the boundaries (see Γi and Γp in Fig. 2b) of the chip shape produced by these two passes are important to 
identify the influence of different infeed on the result of local uncut chip thickness. 

The calculation of the chip shape in the parametric space can be expressed as follows: let D be the subset of 2D-parametric space as a 
region D = {(u, w) | u ∈ Iu = [0, 1], w ∈ Iw = [0, 1]}; the swept surface of the cutting edge S ∈ℝ3 is governed by a bijective mapping Ms: 
D→S: 

Ms(u,w, i, ε) = Tz(i)
{
[T(θ)P(u)]T +G(w, ε)

}
(1)  

where, i∈ [1, mg] is the number of cuts; mg is the total cut to generate the entire gear flank; Tz is the translation matrix along the Zw-axis; 
P is the function mapping for the parametrized cutting edge as P: Iu → ℝ3; and u and w are the parameters of the cutting edge and 
skiving trajectory, respectively. Note that here P(u) ⊂ ℂn (n ≥ 1): Iu → ℝ3. 

T rotates the cutting edge to the trajectory G: Iw → ℝ3. Because we are interested in the influence of infeed rate on S, Eq.(1) is 
rewritten as: 

Ms(ε) = Tz
{
[TP]T +G(ε)

}
(2) 
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Fig. 1. Kinematic and multiple infeed strategy. (a) Configuration and kinematics of gear skiving. (b) Multiple radial infeed strategy. Infeed of each pass: fr1 to frn. Center distance: le. O-XGYGZG denotes 
gear coordinates. O-XtYtZt denotes cutter coordinates. Inclination angle: Σ. Angular speed of cutter and gear: ωt and ωw. 
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The UCG region Du in parametric space is written as: 

∂Du =
{
(u,w) ∈ D|Ms

− 1(ϕG ∩ S+) : (x, y, z) → (u,w)
}

(3)  

where ϕG and Sþ are the implicit surfaces of the gear flank and swept surface of the cutting edge in the subsequent cut, respectively. 
Clearly, Du must be a subset of D. The swept surface of the adjacent next cut Sþ is written as: 

Ms(i+ 1) : D → S+ (4) 

The number of tool-chip contact areas is a function of w that can be derived from the hu distribution [10] in the parametric space 
using the Heaviside step function. 

2.2. Initial uncut chip geometry 

To elucidate the correlation between the chip boundary and uncut chip thickness distribution based on the chip boundary analysis, 
we defined iUCG and some notations to clarify the chip boundary evolution with infeed, as shown in Fig. 3. The chip shape is calculated 
by the above established theoretical model. The difference between iUCG (see Fig. 3a) and UCG of Pas.i (see Fig. 3b) is that the former 
does not contain the chip boundary information caused by the Pas.(i-1) pass, retaining the integrity of chip information of the Pas.i 
pass. Thus, the chip boundary evolution of the Pas.(i-1) Γp using different infeed can be projected onto iUCG, contributing to the infeed 
planning according to the local cutting feature distribution subjected to iUCG. 

Definition 1: We say that iUCG is the chip shape produced by a single Pas.i pass having infeed fr without setover [9] or other infeed 
modifications; this fr is denoted as fri to distinguish it from the general infeed. The infeed of an arbitrary Pas.(i-1) pass (see Fig. 3b) is 

Fig. 2. Uncut chip shape expression. Conversion of UCG from (a) Cartesian space to (b) parametric space. Boundary of uncut chip geometry on tooth 
gap with boundaries caused by current pass Γi and previous pass Γp. 
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denoted as frp. Dui denotes the region of iUCG, and Du denotes that of UCG in parametric space. Du is uniquely determined by the Pas. 
(i-1) and Pas.i pass infeed (frp and fri). 

Lemma 1: Moments of cut-in and out in parametric space can be presented by ws and we (see Fig. 3a). For a specific pass we have: 
(1) Boundary Γp → Γi if and only if frp → fri; 
(2) Chip boundary Γi is independent of the Pas.(i-1) pass; 
(3) Shape of boundary Γp in parametric space depends on both Pas.(i-1) and Pas.i, whose variation affects the boundary shape ∂Du. 
The solution of Γp requires the tooth gap surface ϕG, which can be approximated by the envelope curve Ce from the level contour 

{Pz}k family at an arbitrary Z-level planar. 

ϕG(ε) ≈ Se(ε) =
{
(x, y) ∈ R3, z ∈ [0, lw] |Ce(x, y)= 0

}
(8)  

where lw is the full width of the gear. Assuming Ce ⊂ ℂm (m ≥ 1) yields the system: 

Ce(x, y, u’, ε) =
{

x(u’), y(u’), u’ ∈ {Pz(ε)}k|Ce(x, y, u’, ε)= 0; ∂Ce
/

∂u’ = 0
}

(9)  

Pz(ε) =
{
(x, y, z) ∈ R3|S(ε) ∩ z= zi

}
(10) 

k is the necessary number for generating the full gear gap profile at an arbitrary Z-level. 
The approximation in Eq.(8) is taken because Se consists of the theoretical envelope curve, which does not contain the scallop 

height caused by the cutting interval. Because the scallop height is generally in the range of 10− 2 mm, this simplification minimally 
alters the result of uncut chip thickness distribution for the infeed planning. 

To incorporate the chip boundary evaluation to iUCG, an implicit surface ϕ(u,w, ε) = 0 can be constructed by projecting Cp(ε) to 
parametric space as: 

ϕ(u,w, ε) =
{
(u,w, ε) ∈ Iu × Iw × Iε|M− 1

s (Cd(ε)) : (x, y, z) → (u,w) and ε= ε
}

(11)  

where ε ∈ Iε = [0,1] is the infeed parameter, Thus, ∂Du can be simplified and rewritten as the level contour of the ϕ(u,w, ε) = 0: 

∂Du(ε= εi) = {(u,w) ∈ Iu × Iw, ε= εi|ϕ(u,w, ε= εi)= 0} (12) 

Here, Γp can be easily obtained by calculating the level contour of ϕ(u, w, ε) = 0. For example, ∂Dui is the level of C0 

= {(u,w, ε) ∈ R3
⃒
⃒ϕ(u,w, ε= 0)= 0} (zero level). 

3. Case study 

A cause study incorporates the chip analysis in the parametric space is presented in this section. The parameters of an industrial 
case study are listed in Table. 1. First, the swept surface of the cutting edge and envelop curve were simulated to construct the chip 
shape boundary. The chip shape was then rendered based on the local uncut chip thickness, followed by the tool-chip contact region 
and number clarification. The chip shape variation in parametric space is presented under different infeed combinations to clarify the 

Fig. 3. Interpretations of iUCG and UCG in parametric space. (a) iUCG region. (b) UCG region. UCG/iUCG region: Du/Dui. UCG/iUCG boundary: 
∂Du/∂Dui. Boundary on tooth gap of Pas.i pass: Γi. Boundary on tooth gap of Pas.(i-1) pass: Γp. 
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differences between infeed planning strategies. The gear tooth number is negative because the internal gear skiving is considered. The 
chip shape analysis procedure is shown in Fig. 4. First, the swept surface S (see Fig. 4a) is calculated to generate the chip boundary (see 
Fig. 4b) using the level contour method [8], a numerical method that generates the implicit curves of the chip shape and tooth gap. 
Then, the boundary is converted into parametric space for further boundary analysis and uncut chip thickness calculation (see Fig. 4c). 

Note that the accuracy of the final tooth gap is guaranteed by the final infeed, meaning that the infeed planning at rough and semi- 
finishing stages do not compromise the final accuracy if the infeed of the final pass is fixed. For simplicity, infeed was denoted as 40p, 
60p, 80p, and 100p for fr1 = 40%fr, fr2 = 60%fr, fr3 = 80%fr, and fr4 = 100%fr. First, the swept surface of the cutting edge and envelop 
curve were simulated to construct the chip shape boundary. The chip shape was then rendered based on the local uncut chip thickness, 
followed by the tool-chip contact region and number clarification. The chip shape variation in parametric space is presented under 
different infeed combinations to clarify the differences between infeed planning strategies. 

4. Results and discussion 

4.1. Chip analysis in parametric space 

Based on the kinematic, gear and cutter parameters, results of swept surfaces and corresponding envelop curves with different 

Table. 1 
Parameters of cutter, workpiece and skiving process for implementation.  

Parameters Symbol Value Unit 
Cutter    
Nominal rake angle γ0 12 (◦) 
Helix angle βt0 20 (◦) 
Module m 3 (mm) 
Number of teeth Zt0 36 (-) 
Gear    
Helix angle βw2 0 (◦) 
Number of teeth (internal gear) Zw2 − 58 (-) 
Cutting parameters    
Center distance le 20.83 (mm) 
Inclination angle Σ 20 (◦) 
Number of cuts – >32 (-) 
Axial infeed fa 0.08 (mm/rev) 
Total radial infeed fr 6.3 (mm)  

Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of UCG calculation. (a) Swept surface of cutting edge. Parametric region: D. Intervals for parameter u and w: Iu and Iw. 
(b) Chip shape on tooth gap in Cartesian space. (c) Chip shape in parametric space rendered with uncut chip thickness. 
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infeed are shown in Fig. 5. The shapes of swept surface vary with the infeed because the function mapping Ms contains the infeed as a 
variable, meaning the swept surface cannot be obtained through by simply shifting operation. As the infeed increases, the top of the 
swept surface at the finishing stage (e.g., infeed = 100p) becomes steeper compared with that at the rough stage (e.g., infeed = 20p). 
Naturally, the shape variation of tooth gap profile can be obtained for different infeed, as well as different chip shapes between 
adjacent passes, as shown in appendix. A. 

To present the chip shape analysis in parametric space, chip shapes at semi and finishing stages rendered with uncut chip thickness 
and tool-chip contact number are shown in Fig. 6. Small incremental infeed produces complicated chip shape. The number of tool-chip 
contact areas depends on the intersection segments between the chip shape and cutting edge, which are easily identified in parametric 
space according to the horizontal line w = wi (see dashed line in Fig. 6a–i). The development of the tool-chip contact number N and 
trajectory parameter w are also presented with the corresponding tool-chip contact pattern. It indicates that the tool-chip contact 
pattern transitions frequently occur, resulting in the number change of tool-chip contact regions especially in the final pass, as shown in 
Fig. 6c. 

The contact pattern variation is attributed to the engagement sequence of the approach and recess flanks into the skiving, resulting 
in further tool-chip contact area variation during a single cut. Because the tool-chip contact area affects the skiving force condition [1], 
the development of the tool-chip contact area is important when assessing the skiving force, especially in the pattern transition region. 
To better illustrate this point, the total tool-chip contact length development with w is shown in Fig. 7a, and tool-chip contact patterns 
were extracted from several critical positions for detailed investigation in Fig. 7b, c. 

The numerical results show that the maximum uncut chip thickness appears on the top regions of cutter. Up to three contact regions 
appear when skiving the middle regime around w = 0.42–0.45. The contact length is temporarily reduced owing to the contact region 
transition from the right to left flanks. These skiving features must be evaluated locally to properly assess the skiving condition, further 
highlighting the importance of simplifying the chip shape analysis in parametric space. Specifically, the tool-chip contact segment can 
be simply obtained in the parametric space by identifying the interactive between the level contour and chip shape (see Fig. 7b). By 
conducting the coordinate transformation, it can be presented with the cutting edge on the rake face (see Fig. 7c). In particular, the 
chip shape changes with increasing infeed, creating multiple tool-chip contact regions (see Fig. 7b, c) at the instant generating moment 
(see Fig. 7c-② and ③). Thus, although multiple separated tool-chip contact regions show that only a part of the cutting edge is 
engaged, the entire cutting edge will be involved during a single cut as the skiving progresses, because the tool-chip contact region 
moves along the cutting edge and eventually covers the entire region. 

4.2. Infeed planning with chip boundary evolution in parametric space 

Based on the characteristics of tool-chip contact condition, the chip shape variation is further discussed for different infeed 
combination because it is the prerequisite of preforming infeed planning. To achieve this, chip shape evolution with two adjacent 
passes (Pas.(i-1) and Pas.i) is presented in Fig. 8, associated with the uncut chip thickness distribution results for an instance. The Pas.i 
infeed is fixed and Pas.(i-1) infeed is varied from 0p to 90p. 

Fig. 5. Swept surfaces and envelop curves for different infeed. (a) and (b) Swept surfaces S. (c) Theoretical gear gap profiles presented by envelop 
curves Ce. 
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Fig. 6. Tool-chip contact condition. (a) 70p → 80p; (b) 80p → 90p; (c) 90p → 100p. Tool-chip contact number: N. Cutting edge in parametric space is presented by the dash line. Tool-chip contact 
regions for different generating moment is shown in the figure. 
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Fig. 7. Tool-chip contact length lc and contact pattern. (a) Development of lc during a single cut. (b) UCG rendered with uncut chip thickness. (c) Selected generating moments.  
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Fig. 8. Chip shape evolution between two adjacent passes (Pas.(i-1) and fixed Pas.i). Pas.(i-1) infeed: frp. (a) frp = 0p. (b) frp = 30p. (c) frp = 50p. (d) frp = 60p. (e) frp = 80p. (f) frp = 90p. Trajectory 
parameter of cut-in and out: ws and we. Chip boundaries of the Pas.i and Pas.(i-1) passes: Γi and Γp. (Corresponding chip shapes in Cartesian coordinate are given in appendix. A for a reference.). 
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Fig. 9. Chip shape evolution between two adjacent passes (fixed Pas.(i-1) and Pas.i). Pas.i infeed: fri. (a) fri = 50p. (b) fri = 60p. (c) fri = 70p. (b) fri = 80p. (b) fri = 90p. (b) fri = 100p. Chip boundaries of 
the Pas.i and Pas.(i-1) passes: Γi and Γp. 
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Fig. 10. Chip boundary evolution of Pas.(i-1) pass represented on iUCG of Pas.i pass in parametric space. (a) Implicit surface of ϕ(u,w,ε) = 0. (b) iUCG rendered by uncut chip thickness hu with different 
chip boundaries. Chip boundary of Pas.i pass: Γi. 
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As a result, Fig. 8a shows that the upper boundary  Γi of chip shape remains identical in all subfigures due to the consistent of Pas.i 
infeed. Effects of the Pas.(i-1) infeed on the chip shape and uncut chip thickness distribution can be seen from the missing parts by 
comparing Fig. 8b–f to a. The maximum uncut chip thickness left on the chip shape decreases with an increase in the Pas.(i-1) infeed, 
apparently because the part with the large uncut chip thickness is removed by Pas.(i-1) pass, especially in Fig. 8b–e. Furthermore, the 
larger the portion of the chip shape cut by the Pas.(i-1) pass, the more complicated the chip shape becomes, leading to higher tool-chip 
contact transition risk in the finishing pass. For example, up to two contact regions occur in Fig. 8a–e, and up to three occur in Fig. 8f. 
Because the upper boundary  Γi varies according to the Pas.i infeed, the probability of having two or three contact areas also varies for 
different infeed, as discussed later. As for the cutting time during the single cut, the start locations ws of cut-in (see Fig. 8a) remain the 
same for all cases because the upper boundary of the chip shape remains constant; the cut-out location, however, becomes larger 
because the removed chip shape alters the minimum value of cut-out moment we. Thus, the cutting time for the left chip shape de-
creases with Pas.(i-1) infeed. 

Crucially, for the cases shown in Fig. 8, because of the invariance of iUCG, the uncut chip thickness distribution on iUCG (see 
Fig. 8a) only needs to be calculated once, and then the maximum uncut chip thickness can be determined by the chip boundary, which 
can be easily obtained by varying the Pas.(i-1) infeed. This process require to fix the Pas.i infeed and to select the Pas.(i-1) infeed, 
instead of the reverse process. For example, Fig. 9 presents the chip shape using a fixed Pas.(i-1) infeed with different Pas.i infeed, 
showing the uncut chip thickness distribution and chip shape change with Pas.i infeed. This indicates that the local cutting feature 
distribution must be calculated for each infeed selection, which increases the computational cost.By taking this characteristic of chip 
shape variation as the infeed planning strategy, it is of interest to elucidate the chip boundary evolution of Pas.(i-1) on the iUCG of Pas.i 
pass. Fig. 10 presents the core result of this work. iUCG of the Pas.i pass is discussed with different Pas.(i-1) infeed. The implicit surface 
ϕ(u,w, ε) = 0 from Eq.(11) is presented in Fig. 10a and rendered with the uncut chip thickness. The chip boundary of Pas.(i-1) infeed 
frp=10p to 99p can be therefore obtained from the level contour of ϕ, as shown in Fig. 10b. Thus, the maximum uncut chip thickness 
hu,max in the area between an arbitrary boundary and upper boundary Γi can be correlated with the Pas.(i-1) infeed, enabling fast 
infeed planning, because as aforementioned that calculating uncut chip thickness distribution on iUCG is expensive, whereas calcu-
lating the chip boundary evolution is much cheaper. 

Noted that although this derivation is conducted with the uncut chip thickness, the fundamental mechanism can be applied to other 
scalar-valued cutting feature functions, e.g., rake angle and cutting velocity. However, for those involving the linear integral, such as 
the cutting area, Lemma 1 does not hold. In addition, setover [9] will change the topology of iUCG because it affects both the gear flank 
shape and parametric space for projection. This is beyond the scope of this work and will be discussed in our future work. 

4.3. Infeed planning by considering the tool-chip contact number 

The infeed planning process by considering the tool-chip contact number is presented in this Section. Fig. 7 has showed that 
multiple tool-chip contact regions could simultaneously exist on the rake face at the instant generating moment. Thus, merging contact 
regions could obstruct the chip flow owing to different flowing speeds, causing uneven tool wear and affecting the cutter service life. To 
elucidate too-chip contact condition, the development of the tool-chip contact region at the final pass is shown in Fig. 11, associated 
with rotation angle of the cutter. The cut-in and cut-out directions are marked. 

The tool-chip contact condition varies with skiving progress, causing the tool-chip number to vary with either trajectory value or 
cutter rotation angle. Fig. 11b–f shows that when the Pas.(i-1) infeed is way smaller compared with the Pas.i infeed, the two tool-chip 
contact regions appear separately near the cut-in and -out moments (see Fig. 11a–e). However, when infeed values are close to each, as 
in Fig. 11f, the cutting edge engages with both Γp and Γi simultaneously (see Fig. 8f), resulting in tool-chip contact number N = 3 in 
most. 

For generality, a case with iUCG of Pas.i infeed fri = 80p is presented for infeed planning by considering the tool-chip contact 
number using the chip boundary evolution, as shown in Fig. 12. Three contact regions appear in most from Pas.(i-1) infeed frp = 50p to 
60p but are reduced to two areas when frp = 70p, referring to the tool-chip contact number pattern variation from Fig. 12b to e. This is 
different from the results in Fig. 11 because of the different topologies of upper boundary Γi for infeed Pas.i infeed fri = 80p and 100p. 
This variation can be explained by the interaction between the cutting edge and chip boundaries in parametric space. When the level- 
line w = wi (equal to the cutting edge in parametric space) interacts with upper boundary Γi, at most two tool-chip contact areas 
appear, whereas three contact areas are formed when it intersects with both Γi and chip boundary of Pas.(i-1) pass, e.g. maximum tool- 
chip contact number as shown in Fig. 12b, e. 

The primary factors affecting the topology of Pas.(i-1) pass chip boundary Γp include cutting edge shape, setover, and radial infeed 
rate, resulting in a challenging calculation. The shape of the gear flank can hardly be expressed explicitly, making the analytical 
approach to analyzing the chip boundary unfeasible. This difficulty is comparable to that of gear hobbing; therefore, analytical 
methods are practically impossible. Thus, numerical approaches seem to be the only way to obtain the chip shape/boundary. 

Moreover, for illustrating the whole infeed planning process, the maximum uncut chip thickness (see Fig. 13a) and tool-chip 
contact number N (see Fig. 13b) are summarized with different infeed combinations of current and previous passes. Assuming the 
uncut chip thickness criteria is set as 0.3 mm with two tool-chip contact number criteria as two, then for the Pas.i infeed fri = 100p 
(color-coded by orange), selecting the Pas.(i-1) infeed frp = 80p obtains the maximum uncut chip thickness is about 0.3 mm (see point A 
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Fig. 11. Tool-chip contact number of final pass (Pas.i) with different infeed of previous pass (Pas.(i-1)). (a) 0p → 100p. (b) 30p → 100p. (c) 50p → 100p. (d) 60p → 100p. (e) 80 → 100p. (f) 90p → 100p. 
Upper axis is the rotation angle of the cutter. The tool-chip contact caused by the intersection between the cutting edge and different chip boundaries are marked. Chip boundaries of final and previous 
passes: Γi and Γp. 
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Fig. 12. Chip boundary evolution on iUCG of Pas.i infeed = 80p in parametric space. (a) Uncut chip thickness distribution and chip boundary evolution. (b) to (e) tool-chip contact number development 
during a single cut. 
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Fig. 13. Maximum uncut chip thickness and tool-chip contact numbers for different infeed. (a) Uncut chip thickness versus infeed. (b) Maximum tool-chip contact number N. Refer to the web version for 
color-coding explanation. A, B, and C are critical points for infeed planning process. (Please refer to the web-version of this work for the color-coding.). 
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in Fig. 13a). Meanwhile, according to the Fig. 13(b), it is known that 80p for the finishing pass have up to two tool-chip contact areas in 
most, indicating the infeed frp = 80p meet the requirement. Next, for Pas.i infeed fri = 80p (color-coded by blue) as the current pass, 
Pas.(i-1) infeed frp = 60p seems is a reasonable option by considering the uncut chip thickness (see point B in Fig. 13a), whereas the 
tool-chip contact area number reaches three in most. Thus, Pas.(i-1) infeed frp = 70p could be an better option (see point C in Fig. 13a), 
which has a hu,max of 0.2 mm and two tool-chip contact areas. Infeed of the following pass can be selected according to the approach 
described above. 

5. Concluding remarks 

In this work, we presented a novel parametric model for fast infeed planning based on the local cutting feature for gear skiving. The 
concept of initial-UCG was defined to establish the basis for local cutting feature projection. Chip boundary analysis was conducted in 
parametric space, enabling fast planning with the cutting feature distribution and boundaries. This is supported by the invariance of 
iUCG, indicating that infeed planning can be very efficient from the finishing to the rough stages by fixing the Pas.i infeed to select the 
Pas.(i-1) infeed. Experience-based infeed planning with iterative calculation by modifying the infeed has been improved upon by the 
proposed method using chip boundary analysis in parametric space. Some transferrable knowledge is as follows: 

1) Chip analysis in parametric space can be simplified because the interaction between the cutting edge and chip becomes a relation 
clarification between the level-line and a 2D region. Thus, the starting and ending moments, contact length, and contact numbers can 
be efficiently obtained in parametric space. 

2) Because of the invariance of iUCG to the previous pass, MRI strategy planning should start with the penultimate pass. By 
following this design principle, the selection of the Pas.(i-1) infeed can be effectively conducted through one expensive and several 
cheap calculations concerning cutting feature distribution and chip boundaries, respectively. 

3) Uncut chip thickness and tool-chip contact number are used as the local cutting feature and constraint condition for the 
implementation in this work. However, the fundamental mechanism of proposed method can be applied to other scalar-valued 
function-defined local cutting features, enabling infeed planning by considering multivariable and constraint conditions according 
to the specific skiving scenario. 

Noted that an industrial application orientated research adopting the proposed method has been conducted as the experimental 
verification. Summarized results accompanied with the simulative analysis will be seen in our up-coming work. Therefore, I would like 
to add this comment as the future work. The fundamental mechanism for the chip boundary evolution in parametric space is based on 
the UCG calculation; thus, it can be applied to other gear cutting technologies. 
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Appendix. A 

Chip shapes produced by different infeed combination in Cartesian coordinate system. 
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Fig. A1. Chip shapes of Fig. 8 in Cartesian space.  
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